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About This Content

Munich to Garmisch Scenario Pack 01 includes 10 challenging and enjoyable scenarios for the Munich to Garmisch
Partenkirchen route on Steam, covering passenger operations in this scenic part of Bavaria.

Take the controls of BR442, ICE 3, ICE-T and BR 426 to haul passengers on regular train services along the line following real
world timetables with real world difficulties including delayed trains and poor weather.

Note:
To drive all 10 career scenarios in the pack, players will require the Munich - Garmisch-Partenkirchen Route (available

separately) and select scenarios also individually require Train Simulator’s DB ICE 3 EMU Add-On, DB BR 442 'Talent 2'
EMU Add-On and DB BR 411 'ICE-T' EMU Add-On (each available separately).

Included Scenarios

The Munich Garmisch Scenario Pack Add-on includes ten operating challenges in career scenario form for the Munich to
Garmisch Partenkirchen Route (Available Separately):

Requiring Munich to Garmisch Partenkirchen

S6 from Starnberg to Munich
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S6 from Munich to Tutzing

Requiring Munich to Garmisch Partenkirchen, BR 442 Talent 2 and ICE-T:

Regional service RB5946 Part 1

Regional service RB5946 Part 2

Requiring Munich to Garmisch Partenkirchen, BR 442 Talent 2, ICE 3 and ICE-T:

ICE 732 Part 1

ICE 732 Part 2

RB 5419 in the Rain Part 1

RB 5419 in the Rain Part 2

ICE 1227 Part 1

ICE 1227 Part 2
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The game is fun and relaxing.the artwork is amazing. Hours and hours pass by and i didnt know that i have played a straight
game for hours :D
Addicted to it
Game  BUGS  tilting me :((
Rating: 8/10. I would like to play but nobody play. well... its a really fun time killer C:. This i great fun! I like tower defence and
this is like tower defence on steroids. Wild!
I also really like the graphics and the atmosphere of this game. If you like action and tower defence strategy
i can definitely recommend this title.. This game is definitely one of the best game development simulation games I've ever
played. If you like games like this you should give it a try.. Bruh, it wasn't even worth $0.99 when it was on 75% sale. Unless
you're rolling in it and cant be bothered with other games! This game is a lot like the countless free flash games on the internet.
It was worth the 2 hours but after that it isn't worth $3.99.. Can't recommend or not and since there's no neutral vote button i'd
rather press thumbs down. Pretty mediocre game so far, but still a way to kill time. Yes, combat includes parrying, dodging and
a backstab (with random chance) but it all feels a bit clunky and non-impactful. The world looks dull. Overall this one is
mediocre rogue-like dungeon crawler.

P.S. "souls-like" term really needs to die. Give me the deep and dark lore, builds and weapon variety, invasions, huge beautiful
world with badass bosses - then call the game "souls-like". Not like "hey, we have a dodge-roll. This is so darksouls'ish"

. Very fun with friends and family in the same room.. Thank you for this beautiful and original game! The difficulty was perfect
for me and my wife, everything was possible to understand and solve. We were amazed by atmosphere, slowly revealed story,
but mostly by the game design with all the details. Perfect for an autumn weekend!
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Excellent! Now give us a Spain DLC!!! :). Good game. i like it alot, the graphics are great and its very hard to win. thanks..
Kinda good but i would like my refund. This is a company that is totally inept in understanding what goes in a dlc.. Nice little
game. Simplistic but efficient graphics, atmospheric ambient sound, interesting puzzles and reasonably balanced difficulty. It
took me around 45 minutes to complete but that's ok for 1 euro (bought it on sale).. Games like Fall of Setarrif really bring me
to think that some guys in the development team didn't know what they were doing. The flaws of this game are so obvious that
they scream in your face. The AI is dead stupid. When the enemies go into attack mode, you can dodge on the side and continue
attacking while they aim where you last stood. At times enemies fail to attack you at all and just stand there while you're
finishing them off.

Another thing that bugs me is the loot, or rather the lack of it. The environment is rich in detail but you can only interact with a
fraction of it. I also noticed that when you loot clothes, amulets and rings, the game sometimes replaces them with items you've
already equipped. The stats of the equipment seemed higher in a way so I'm thinking if the game was programmed to do you a
favor. I sometimes discovered that my character was wearing some amulet with very good mana stats and the amulet with decent
health and armor stats was placed in the inventory.

Then there were those little logical flaws that were ok 10-15 years ago, but start to appear as amateurish when you still see them
now. Example: a guy is locked up in a bamboo cage, you have to help him out. What does your character do? He asks where
they keep the key. I mean, c'mon, I'm sending archdemons to the abyss here, if you need a key for a bamboo cage then I've got
this magic ore battleaxe here, just take one step back. Or on other occasions you're fighting off 30 feet tall trolls and sending
exploding fireballs towards a swarm of enemies, yet can't climb a wooden fence. I wish games were past such nonsense and
come up with something better.

On top of everything they also didn't fix the moon gravity. The nameless hero keeps floating through the air. I guess they
thought it looks cool. So cool that you don't get tired of it till the end of the game.

I had hard time rating the game. I was in between. The graphics still looks great, the design department has built a stunningly
beautiful world. And there are some splendid features in the game. For example in some places you get to play as Lester and
Gorn. Having gone through all the Gothic marathon just think how cool is that. The game's got a great sense of humor. Someone
in the development team did they're job.

I decided to lable it as a negative review only for one reason. Throughout the game I kept thinking about the flaws and bugs and
what they might have done better. What this means is that the game lacked atmosphere. It didn't suck me in as games are
supposed to. The lack of atmosphere is quite unforgivable.. This was my first VR horror experience, and as such I found it very
discomforting while playing. I think this game is a good introduction into VR horror, it shows some of the capability of the
medium, without being too much for those unexperienced with it. It has a few jump scares, an eerie atmosphere, and can instill
a feeling of dread, of not wanting to continue down the path. I'm sure there are scarier VR games out there, and this medium
can grow exponentially more terrifying, but this game does have some strong introductions. This makes the game definitely
worth checking out. I originally downloaded the game from Viveport, and I believe it has the 2016 version, that crashed my
computer, this version opened straight into what seems to almost be a completely different game, I did not have a menu with 3
options like many I have seen online, but the version that opens works flawlessly in my plathrough of it. If you'd like to see the
game, my let's play is posted below.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=69sdeCUt6Dw. if u hate the anime ending, u should play this game
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